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Executive 
Summary

Posy Barnes
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Jobs South West Inc is recognised as one of West-
ern Australia’s leading community-based service 
providers and one of the largest RTOs in the re-
gion. We are managed by a volunteer Board of 
Management with extensive expertise in leading 
and developing Not For Profit organisations. The 
Board of Management has divested responsibility 
for the day to day operations of the organisation to 
a highly experienced and qualified CEO and man-
agement team. Our mission and values underpin 
the JSW ethos and culture committed to delivering 
courteous respectful service all our clients which 
meets their needs and protects their dignity and 
integrity . 

JSW’s unique operational model featuring both a 
training and community services arm allows us to 
provide an extensive wrap around support for our 
clients.  They may enter through one stream, and 
as their needs are identified, clients are often re-
ferred into one of the other programs we offer. In 
many instances we are a one-stop shop.  With a 
vision to make a difference , JSW has full-time/part-
time  sites in Bunbury, Busselton, Margaret River, 
Mandurah, Kensington and Fremantle with   out-
reach services being delivered from Collie,  Bruns-
wick,  Bridgetown, Manjimup and in community 
contexts throughout the region.  We are responsive 
and innovative with a dedicated staff committed 
to the diverse target groups with whom we work. 

As an award winning and resourceful organisation 
we love technology, systems and innovation and 
use these successfully to deliver flexible training, 
counselling, youth, diversional and community  
programs tailored to the needs of our clients.  We 
believe that everyone is entitled to training no mat-
ter where they live or what barriers they face. We 
also passionately believe that training is empow-
erment.  We practise what we preach by having a 
corporate culture that supports staff training and 
encourages staff to develop their professional and 
vocational competencies to deliver the best train-
ing and support services in the South West. 

The external environment in which we operate 
changed significantly since our Strategic Plan was 
formulated  with a recent change to the State Gov-
ernment and a bedding down of changes made by 
the Commonwealth.  There has been much insta-
bility, changes to program business rules and an 
end to some contracts. Machinery of Government 
(MOG) changes in the public sector, as outlined in 
the State Labour Government’s election commit-
ments have created a number of new amalgam-
ated departments. These structural changes are 
aimed at creating collaborative departments fo-
cused on whole-of-government objectives and 
delivering services in a more efficient and effec-
tive way. These wide reaching changes will affect 
a range of public sector agencies and are likely to 

Jobs South West Inc trading as JSW Training and Community Services’ (JSW)  is a 
Registered Training Organisation (RTOs) and Community Services provider with a track 
record of more than 20 years and a proud history of service provision throughout the 
South West region of Western Australia. In addition JSW has a more recent history of 
delivering education, training and community services in the Peel and Perth Metro 
regions.  We provide support, information and innovative training, education and career 
development services to everyone in the communities we service.
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OUR VISION 

Our vision is to 
make a difference

have future implications on our funded programs.
We pride ourselves on improvement and con-
tinuously update our programs to reflect current 
needs. The Strategic Plan 2017-2022 provides a 
framework for enhancing our services and meeting 
the needs of individuals, industry and community 
in the South West region of Western Australia. 

A note about  strategy and our Directors:
The Directors of Jobs South West Inc have com-
piled this Strategic Plan with financial assistance 
from Lotterywest.   Our  directors are an essential 
component of our corporate governance frame-
work. Each director is placed at the apex of the 
structure of direction and management of a our 
organisation.

Directors have a duty of care and due diligence 
under both general law and the Corporations Act 
2001 (Corporations Act) and the Associations Act 
2015.

Our Directors have a core, irreducible requirement 
of involvement in the management of JSW and take 

reasonable steps to place themselves  in a posi-
tion to guide and monitor the management of the 
organisation.

Our Directors’  responsibilities are not limited by 
their particular background knowledge and experi-
ence as they have  become familiar with JSW’s busi-
ness and how it is run, and ensure that manage-
ment is running it appropriately.

Our competitive edge lies in our capacity to offer 
holistic services throughout our entire region lead-
ing to genuine career development outcomes and 
ultimately to jobs. We have an established, highly 
respected brand and a long track record of suc-
cess in the region. We consistently provide services 
in all major towns and outlying communities. 

Our long term aim is to expand our range of ser-
vices in response to local market conditions. We 
plan to have welcoming, well equipped venues and 
a presence in all South West communities and in 
some targeted metro areas  to ensure that resi-
dents have equal access to quality services on a 

OUR MISSION
 
To deliver flexible and holistic community and training services that make a difference to 
peoples lives by: 

• Upholding social justice
• Developing partnerships that build capacity within our community
• Demonstrate leadership and innovation
• Responding to regional needs with a focus on the future
• Encouraging life-long learning
• Provide inspiration, hope and empowerment
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Jobs South West Inc. trades as JSW Training 
and Community Services. For operational 
purposes the organisation is divided into 
two divisions:  

• The Training Division
• The Community Services Division

Jobs South West Inc. is a Not for Profit 

Organisation incorporated under the Associations 

Incorporation Act 2015. Ultimately, responsibility 

for governance of the organisation rests with the 

Board of Directors who meet regularly to ensure 

that the organisation maintains its momentum 

towards delivering on its vision and key strategies.

ACHIEVING THE MISSION AND VISION 
The Board’s primary role is to ensure that Jobs 

South West Inc.’s activities are directed towards 

achieving its vision’ To make  a  difference ’ and 

mission ‘To deliver flexible and holistic community 

and training services to create opportunities for 

people, by providing the best possible services. The 

Board must ensure that this vision is achieved in the 

most effective way.

How our organisation
operates
JOBS SOUTH WEST INC TRADES AS JSW TRAINING 
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES. 

THE PLANNING CYCLE

This Strategic Plan covers a five-year timeframe; it is the organisations central planning document, it 

sets the organisations strategic direction and forms the core of all other plans produced within the 

stated timeframe.

STRATEGIC
PLAN

2017-2020

Constitution

Charter for 

Governing Board

Annual 
Operational

Plans
Training
Division

Community 
Services Division
Marketing Plan

Annual Internal Audit
Annual Report

Action Plans
Project Plans

Staff Performance
Management Plans

Policies & Procedures
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 
BOARD 

The Board fulfils its primary role by: 

• Selecting appointing, 

guiding and monitoring the 

performance of the Chief 

Executive Officer 

• Formulating Jobs South 

West Inc.’s strategic plan in 

conjunction with the Chief 

Executive Officer and staff 

• Monitoring management’s 

progress in achieving the 

Organisation’s objectives 

• Monitoring management’s 

adherence to operating and 

capital budgets  

 

 

• Ensuring the integrity 

of internal control, 

risk management and 

management information 

systems 

• Ensuring stakeholders receive 

regular reports, including 

financial reports 

• Ensuring the company 

complies with relevant 

legislation and regulations 

• Acting as an advocate for Jobs 

South West Inc. whenever and 

wherever necessary 

MANAGEMENT’S  
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The board has a formally delegated 

responsibility for Jobs South 

West Inc.’s day-to-day operations 

and administrations to the Chief 

Executive Officer and management. 

BOARD OVERSIGHT 
The board oversees and monitors 

management’s performance by: 

• Meeting at least 6 times during 

the year 

• Receiving detailed financial 

and other reports from 

management at these 

meetings 

OUR VALUES
In all our operations and relationships we demonstrate our values by

• Being inclusive, non judgemental, accessible and respectful
• Providing a caring and supportive environment
• Being honest, trustworthy and reliable
• Delivering a range of services that empower our clients and help them reach 

their potential
• Remaining curious and innovative

TO DELIVER SERVICES ACCORDING TO OUR 
VALUES 

• Ensure our values are recognised in key 
organisational documents

• Incorporate discussion around our values in 
induction programs

• Design  programs and services that are consistent 
with our values

• Incorporate value statements in to operational 
activities

• Discuss our values with staff during appropriate 
staff forums

• Ensure potential partnering opportunities are 
assessed for value consistency before entering into 
any arrangements

OUR VALUES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

• Value statement evident in key documents 
• Discussion regarding our values is a part of our 

induction programs
• Staff are aware of our organisational values and 

reflect them through their behaviours
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Evaluation
Due to the volatility of the marketplace and rapid change within the business environment 
the JSW Board  will formally evaluate the Strategic Plan quarterly at planned Board 
meetings. 

The management team is responsible for implement-
ing the plan and achieving each priority and objective. 
The Chief Executive Officer will regularly report to the 
full board on the implementation process, including 
progress toward each of the strategic priorities. The 
CEO expects regular status reports from managers 
outlining their progress towards achieving their specific 
priorities and objectives. 

This Strategic Plan identifies broad, key business per-
formance indicators for the identified strategic priori-
ties. Annual operational plans include more targeted 
action plans and outcome requirements at divisional 
and program levels; these are outlined in a separate 
document.

CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTS 
• To develop appropriate relief for people disadvan-

taged by their isolated geographical location particu-
larly in relation to health, poverty, sickness, suffering, 
destitution, misfortune, distress and helplessness. 

• To assist directly in the relief of poverty, sickness,  
suffering, distress, misfortune, destitution and  

helplessness by providing appropriate respite. 
• To improve access for young people and others dis-

advantaged groups in the labour market, to employ-
ment, education and training options. 

• To participate in and contribute to responding to the 
personal development, motivational and skill forma-
tion needs of the workforce of the South West of West-
ern Australia, to preparing the unemployed residents 
of the South West for participation in the region’s 
workforce. 

• To design, implement, administer and develop com-
munity services that assist residents of the South West 
region of Western Australia to obtain or retain paid 
employment, become self-employed or proceed to 
further education 

• To provide relief and assistance to young people to 
help them overcome barriers to accessing education 
and training 

• To strengthen at-risk families and promote and safe-
guard the wellbeing of children by supporting individu-
als and families at-risk or in crisis and help reduce the 

occurrence of all forms of abuse. 
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OUR STRATEGIC  
POSTURE/POSITION
Our strategic posture is one of consolidation and maintenance of our systems,  
structures and services while remaining receptive to new opportunities and innovation. 

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

• Innovative Programs 
Providing diverse and innovative programs  

• Building Relationships 
Supporting mutually – beneficial relationships 
and partnerships with other organisations, the 
community, students and clients, business, media, 
Governments and other stakeholders 

• Excellence 
Continuously improving the way we do business 
and deliver our services  

• Corporate Sustainability 
Social, environmental and economic strategies are 
implemented to achieve sustainability 

• Good Governance 
Maintain focussed and transparent governance 
systems along with a corporate culture that  drives 
innovation, manages change and ensures that 
JSW’s systems, processes, services and policies are 
effective, efficient and fair.  

• Our People 
Recruit, retain and develop our staff 

• Establish an Educational Services Arm 
Establish Bunbury Regional Community College as  
a separate entity over a five year period  

INITIATIVES AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

To achieve our strategic priorities JSW Training and 
Community Services will undertake the initiatives 
identified under each priority heading.

This Strategic Plan has been designed to accommodate 
a number of appendices which outline specific strategies 
and information relating to organisational functions. These 
functional strategies are volatile and variable. Presenting 
them as appendices will give the organisation the opportunity 
to review, redesign and modify functions and data as needed.
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• Adopt innovative approaches in career counselling 
services to assist people seeking career changes 
or employment

• Provide targeted technology enhanced services 
for young people 15-24

• Provide services to marginalised and isolated 
people to reconnect them with education, 
training, employment, their families and their 
communities

• Continuously improve training delivery including 
accredited and non-accredited training, 
traineeships, and customised courses

• Adapt programs to ensure equitable access for 
all target groups including youth at risk, mature-
aged, Indigenous people, people with disabilities, 
people from non-English speaking backgrounds 
and other disadvantaged people in the community

• Extend the reach of  our community services 
programs

• Expand program delivery in Western Australia as 

appropriate

INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS
• Maintain and enhance current program and 

participant numbers
• Maintain and enhance the number of 

programs funded by State and Commonwealth 
Governments.

• Win additional contracts in at least two new areas 
of operation such as community development 
and training services

• Participate in training to incorporate innovation 
concepts into existing programs and services 

• Maintain compliance to the Standards for RTO’s 
2015 and on-going registration in industry areas 
that are relevant to our client group

• Continue to expand funding body base
• Include additional complementary programs to a 

range of services offered eg education, health and 
welfare

• Continued expansion and up-grade of premises

Innovative  
Programs  
Initiatives

To provide diverse and innovative programs that focus on the needs of 
our clients and stakeholders. 

To achieve this priority we will continue to deliver our core services within 
the training and community services division.  We will ensure that our 
organisation maintains stability and retains its currency for our clients by 
continuously striving to identify new opportunities through consultation 
with our stakeholders, scanning the external environment, working in 
partnership with other organisations and tendering for new programs 
that complement our values and extend our funding base.  We will 
continuously evaluate our program delivery to ensure that the programs 
we deliver are achieving outcomes for our clients and our funders.

To provide diverse and inno-
vative programs that focus 
on the needs of our clients 
and stakeholders.
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• Strengthen relationships with Government 

Departments, other NFPs, employers, industry 

groups, peak bodies, training providers, schools 

and community groups 

• Undertake projects in partnership with other 

organisations 

• Develop and implement a Marketing Strategy

• Build relationships with local media 

• Develop and maintain the website 

• Disseminate regular media releases 

• Acquire positions of influence on local Boards 

and Committees 

• Be an organisation of choice for employees 

• Achieve preferred provider status with our 

funding bodies 

• Continuously raise the public profile of JSW 

Training and Community Services 

• Host conferences, workshops and events 

• Promote achievements through the media 

• Use social media 

• Stakeholder surveys completed at the 

completion of every program 

• Regular newspaper recognition through 

advertisements and editorials

• Memorandum of Understanding with other 

agencies 

• Circulate electronic newsletters 

• Communicate effectively with all our 

stakeholders 

• Build functional relationships with indigenous 

corporations

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 

• Monitor impacts of the Marketing Strategy as it is 

implemented

• Stakeholder surveys completed at end of every 

program

• Monthly newspaper recognition through 

advertisements and articles 

• Increase the number of followers in social media

• Industry and community consultations 

undertaken in accordance with specific 

Marketing Strategy targets

• Establish Memoranda of Understanding with 

other key agencies to partner on community 

development and/or training projects 

BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS
To support mutually beneficial relationships within the community to improve opportunities for the 
organisation. To achieve this priority we will undertake a number of communications, media and 
PR, marketing and networking strategies.  We will adopt a holistic approach to marketing to build 
relationships rather than concentrating predominantly on creative and design tasks.  The general 
focus within this priority is to build our business through relationships by receiving referrals to 
training courses, community services’ clients, student and traineeship enrolments by networking.
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Excellence
To continuously improve the way we do business and deliver services.  To maintain compli-
ance, a continuous improvement culture and deliver quality services.  

Our goal under this priority is to drive innovation and manage change to ensure our sys-
tems, processes, services and policies are effective, efficient and fair.

Our processes, systems and programs will meet the exacting standards of the various frameworks which we 
are beholden to; these include our statutory obligations according to  the legislation that we comply with.  
In addition and significant are compliance with the Standards for RTOs 2015 (SRTO2015) as laid down by the 
regulator the Training Accreditation Council, and the Business Rules implemented by the DTWD that stipulate 
how publicly funded training programs should be implemented and managed.  In relation to our contracts with 
all Commonwealth and State Government Departments to deliver services on their behalf, we deliver and acquit 

programs to high standards of excellence.

EXCELLENCE
• Continuous improvement of policies and proce-

dures

• Maintain Standards for RTO’s 2015 (SRTO2015)

registration

• Assess registered training scope and add or

deduct from it, in line with current trends and

demands

• Be acknowledged by our peers and stakeholders

• Win awards and recognition

• Maintain annual growth

• Extend the range of funded programs

• Ensure that staff are appropriately qualified and

that the Staff Skills Matrix is maintained

• Develop a culture of life-long learning

• Comply with relevant legislation and codes of

conduct

• Ensure that programs are accessible to all people

in the community

EXCELLENCE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
• Complete SWOT analysis of the organisation

annually

• Conduct internal audits annually

• RTO registration is maintained

• Enter awards programs that evidence and

recognise our capabilities annually

• Assess scope quarterly

• Implement our strategies for sharing and

celebrating

knowledge gained through individual

professional

development

• Annual review of organisational policies and

procedures

• Access and Inclusion strategies in place.
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To be a  sustainable business we will ensure we have 

the support and approval of our employees, stakehold-

ers and our community. The approaches to securing and 

maintaining this support are varied, but it comes down to 

treating employees fairly and being a good neighbour and 

community member, both locally and globally.

We will focus on reducing  our carbon footprint by reduc-

ing packaging waste, water usage and our overall impact 

on the planet. 

To be organisationally sustainable we must be economi-

cally astute to ensure that we use our funds to ensure a 

sustainable future.  Activities that fit under the economic 

pillar include compliance, proper governance, budgeting, 

financial accountability and risk management.

SUSTAINABILITY 
• Implement sustainable work practices 

• Ensure purchasing takes account of environmentally 

sustainable products 

• Install energy efficient devices across all sites 

• Build capacity to successfully bid for Commonwealth 

and State Government funding contracts for service  

delivery 

• Achieve preferred provider status on contracts 

• Continuously grow the financial base of the organisa-

tion 

• Develop mechanisms for routinely identifying and  

applying for grants and tenders outside our tradition-

al areas of operation 

• Implement an indigenous procurement policy

• Maintain an annual financial surplus of 2.5% of funds 

generated 

 

SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
• Implement 3 environmental work practices annually 

• Identify and contract 3 local suppliers of environmen-

tally sustainable products 

• Apply for 6 grants/tenders in new program areas an-

nually

• Award supplier contracts and sub contracts to  

indigenous organisations

• Annual surplus is generated

SUSTAINABILITY
We will meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet theirs.  Social, environmental and economic strategies are considered the three pillars 
of sustainability. These three pillars are  referred to as people, planet and profits and the triple 
bottom line.

The management and coordination of environmental, social and financial demands and concerns 
will be adopted to ensure responsible, ethical and ongoing success.
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GOOD 
GOVERNANCE 
The Board has a strategic focus and effectively leads the strategic development of the organisation 
while meeting their legal and compliance responsibilities.  The Board structure and composition 
will ensure that members have relevant expertise and Board diversity is achieved.  The Board will 
operate effectively and in line with its Constitution. Board members will understand their roles 
and responsibilities.  It is the responsibility of the Board to identify and manage relevant risks and 
implement control systems that have integrity and support accountability. A culture of responsibil-
ity and ethical decision making will be promoted.

GOOD GOVERNANCE 
 
• Implement and monitor delivery of the Strategic 

Plan 
• Ensure Board operates in line with the Constitu-

tion and directs activities towards achieving the 
organisation’s Mission and Vision 

• Monitor progress towards the achievement of 
the organisation’s strategic priorities 

• Ensure the organisation complies with relevant 
legislation and regulations 

• Maintain focus on innovation and manage requi-
site organisational change 

• Guide continuous improvement
• Board skills are updated and remain current 
• Identify Risk appetite for the organisation
• Roles and responsibilities are understood

• Conflicts of interest are identified
 
 
GOOD GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 
• Board proceedings take place in accordance with 

the Constitution 
• Board members are trained and inducted ap-

propriately 
• Strategic Plan is current and maintained quar-

terly
• Risk Management Plan is in place
• A Conflicts of Interest policy is in place
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OUR PEOPLE
Our staff are our biggest asset.  Our goal is to is to recruit, retain and develop our staff.  We 
will focus on retention and engagement strategies, including responsive benefits such as:  
flexible scheduling, learning and development opportunities and a considerate workplace.  
As a collaborative organisation we will involve and engage our people across all levels, roles 
and regions so everybody has a stake in the future of the organisation. Having great staff 
assists in improving  our culture, increased and diversified funded programs, increasing 
financial surplus, client/customer/partner retention and terrific brand awareness. 

We will ensure that our skills matrices are current and 
compliant.  All training staff must hold the qualification 
and or the vocational competence equivalent to the 
qualification being trained at the unit level  and the Cer-
tificate IV in Training and Assessment.  

To ensure that we comply with this requirement all train-
ing staff have developed a training matrix which dem-
onstrates how they show competence with this require-
ment.  In addition, the Standards also require training 
staff to undertake professional development in VET and 
in their own industry, to comply with this requirement we 
will continue to  develop a PD schedule for all staff. Staff 
are also strongly encouraged to maintain professional 
networks in their industry area and undertake industry 
specific professional development and work experience 
to ensure they retain currency in their industry area.

A strong culture can result in increased  performance.  
Our company culture is the stepping stone for behaviour 
in the workplace, along with the language, attitudes and 
passion expressed both internally and external from the 
workplace.  A positive company culture can have an in-
credible impact on employees by empowering them and 
giving them the drive to succeed and ultimately, their 
success translates in to JSW’s success.  

Company culture feeds from the top down;  the man-
agement team will model appropriate and successful 
behaviours and systems by ensuring that they live the 
organisational values. 

OUR PEOPLE 
• Attract and appoint excellent staff 
• Manage and maintain a high quality on-boarding 

procedure
• Ensure staff are supported and mentored to 

achieve their potential 
• Ensure staff receive appropriate training to per-

form their duties to a high level 
• Provide opportunities for staffs’ professional devel-

opment 
• Ensure that staff have access to the relevant range 

of support mechanisms 
• Ensure that staff have access to the appropriate 

professional organisations

 
OUR PEOPLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
• Review, negotiate and implement an ‘in house’ pro-

gram of professional development for training staff 
annually and continue to upgrade and implement  

• Develop individual professional development plans 
for all staff as a key component of the performance 
review program

• Identity skills and experience gaps in the team and 
recruit or train according to needs

• Skills matrix is up to date and maintained
• Human resource information and other on-line 

systems to support the delivery of the HR function 
are maintained

• Achieve positive feedback through the annual 
organisational culture review
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ESTABLISH AN  
EDUCATIONAL 
SERVICES DIVISION
• Liaise with Department of Education to obtain 

registration under the 1999 Education Act

• Appoint a founding Principal

• Appoint relevant staff

• Identify a potential location for the school and 

negotiate tenancy

• Document strategic plan for the school

• Identify curriculum requirements 

• Identify staff and student recruitment strategies

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES ARM PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS
• Principal appointed to develop school and proj-

ect manage establishment

• Tenancy agreement signed for appropriate loca-

tion

• Strategic plan for the establishment of the school 

developed and documented

• Financial plan established to ensure long term 

viability 

• Key relationships established

• Curriculum established

• Staff recruitment strategy implemented

• Marketing strategy developed and documented

• Student recruitment strategy implemented
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CORE
COMPETENCIES 

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY 

MARKETING 

ESTABLISH AN  
EDUCATIONAL 
SERVICES DIVISION

HUMAN
RESOURCES 

• Develop and maintain relationships with media 
• Implement a marketing plan 
• Enhance our branding with uniforms and templates 
• Develop/ Maintain our website as a key marketing and informational and administrative portal 
• Target marketing to print press and electronic media 
• Extend networking – to regional Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
• Allocate appropriately skilled human resources to marketing 
• Create a Style Guide (Implement?)
• Track and evaluate customers and clients to maximise repeat business record successful 

outcomes and transitions of clients and support continuous improvement 

REVIEW OF STRATEGIES  
AND STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 
Jobs South West Inc has reviewed its operational strategies to strengthen  
and coordinate our capacities and resources.  

We identified the following tasks as core competencies. 

• Investigate alternatives for IT service providers 
• Investigate the possibility of sharing an IT person to provide reliable every day support to save time 
• Instigate meetings via video conference/Skype (Utilise)
• Embed eLearning 
• Investigate the most appropriate online learning platforms, development tools and existing 

web based training resources 
• Develop an IT reporting development

• Consistency 
• Mentoring 
• Innovative 
• Flexibility 
• Creativity 
• Holistic Service Provision 
• Large range of services under one roof 
• Providing  on-going support 
• Client focussed 
• Immediacy and Responsiveness
• Stable, Passionate & Committed
• Honest
• Accessible
• Non judgemental
• All staff have up to date contracts and JDF’s 

• Attract and retain staff who fit the JSW culture and ethos 
• Provide clear and structured position descriptions 
• Develop a clear organisational structure 
• Continue to develop policies and procedures and induction resources 
• Ensure that all programs are budgeted appropriately 
• Access HR Advisor as appropriate
• Implement a reward and recognition system
• Ensure organisational change and growth continue to motivate staff 
• Ensure that staff skills matrix is maintained to best match staff to programs 
• Ensure that professional development and performance management are completed regularly 
• Implement a succession plan
• Ensure that recruitment processes are transparent, fair and accessible
• All staff have up to date contracts and JDF’s 
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Our Sustainable 
Competitive  
Advantage

We are able to make a difference through our capacity to deliver a comprehensive range 
of educational and support services throughout the South West of Western Austra-
lia. We do so in a friendly, non-judgemental, inclusive, accessible and respectful way. 
Our training facilities are the most up to date and best equipped in the region and our 
programs are flexible, responsive and tailored to suit the specific needs of our clients. 

KEY RISKS

• Failure to deliver our vision
• Failure to manage social media
• Reputational damage
• New competitors
• Corporate movement into the NFP

sector
• Failure to maintain our facilities

KEY DEFENCES 

• Corporate culture consistent with our
vision

• Strategic partnerships
• Support clients to complete their

programs
• Track outcomes post courses to deter-

mine full value
• Individually assessing  each clients’

needs and ensure they receive the
full range of services to address their
needs

• Demonstrating capabilities through
testimonials
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SITUATIONAL
ANALYSIS
A systematic collection and evaluation of past and present economical,  
political, social, and technological data has been undertaken. 

An identification of the  internal and external forces that may influence the organisation’s perfor-
mance and choice of strategies together with an  assessment of the organisation’s current and future 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats has been implemented.  It is important to under-
stand the current market situation within our region. We need  to be clear and realistic about our cur-
rent products and services, market, opportunities, and challenges so we can devise a clear path from 
our current to our desired situation.
 
The situational  analysis provides the context and knowledge for planning. The  situational analysis 
describes JSW’s competitive position, operating and financial condition and general state of internal 
and external affairs.

A SWOT analysis has been conducted as a major tool for the situational  analysis. SWOT is an acronym 
that refers to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

OUR WORK ENVIRONMENT IS CHARACTERISED BY: 
 
Increasing competitiveness for dwindling  resources
• Thin markets 
• Government funding freeze
• A lack of transparency regarding the funding process
• Frequent changes in DTWD Policy and operational rules
• Increasing standards of compliance
• Changes in government priorities
• An increased focus on Return on Investment (ROI) within programs and a contradictory expectation that 

organisations will provide cash and in kind contributions to programs
• A focus on innovation in service delivery
• Roll out of the NDIS
• Changes resulting from Federal and State election outcomes
• Shorter funding cycles
• Increasing rate of change
• Emerging technologies that demand a different approach to our mission
• Increasing complexity within our community and clients’ expectations
• An increased appetite for partnerships within service delivery
• Increased expectations around infrastructure such as Premises -  location, accessibility, parking, ownership
• Positive and negative outcomes from increasing social media adoption
• New opportunities for niche service delivery
• Buy ‘local focus’ by Government but a contradictory approach in awarding contracts on a price based 

rather then a place based basis  
• Digital disruption
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SWOT 
ANALYSIS

√ Staff 
√    Spread/breadth of programs and content 
√    Flexibility in ability to deliver 
√    Collaborative partnerships/stakeholders 
√    Commitment to clients 
√    Reputation 
√    Location – stability – Improvements 
√    Accommodation – Air-conditioning /hot water etc 
√    Lots of computers/server coming to Busselton/

Margaret River 
√    Admin – policies and procedures – improvement 

Market Position – Leaders in our field – RTO – 
Community Services 

√    Market position 
• Clear who we work with 
• Targeting for programs
• Niche markets 

√    Elearning capability
√    Regular staff meetings cross – communication 
√    Family friendly workplace 

√    Workplace of choice in community services 
√    Working hours – 8.30 - 4.30 
√    Culture is strong, work focussed but friendly 
√    Team leaders are a great initiative 
√    PD opportunities 
√    Training and community services resources 
√    Responsiveness 
√    Good Management 
√    Cross Pollination 
√    Good Governance/Board 
√    Quality Graphics/Presentation 
√    Stability 
√    Repeat Customers i.e. Cert II - III 
√    Structure of organisation 
√    Good Planning 
√    Structure of Programs 
√    Continuous Improvement 
√    Access to vehicles 
√    Mandurah and metropolitan presence

√    Location – Lack of foot traffic and parking
√    Accommodation – Open plan – privacy – noise, 

lack of sound proofed counselling spaces 
√    IT performance a bit unreliable – training rooms in 

particular 
√    Staff resources – Lack of specialist and dedicated 

resource e.g. HR – PD calendar, PD Calendar/Staff 
inclusive in the staff meetings 

√    Reporting system – funding body, format, timing, 
lack of time to devote to the set up, IT database 
program – Data base for reporting on programs – 
statistic gathering training and reporting 

√    Follow up on clients – where are they now 
√    Need to improve marketing ourselves 
√    Inconsistency in presentation of staff (badges, 

uniforms) 
√    Unclear roles, trainers, support workers 
√    Program reporting – consistent format and timing 
√    Staff computer skills 

√    Accreditation for programs 
√    Missing $ and opportunities due to lack of 

space 
√    Invoicing – Procedures 
√    Training scope not reflecting industry skills 

gap 
√    Admin gaps 
√    Repairs and maintenance- policy – 

responsibility 
√    Training staff stability - contract 
√    Tracking outcomes and quantifying 

outcomes data
√    Some programs
√    Succession planning 
√    IT and Phone system
√    Seen as threat by other organisations
√    Cohesion, connectivity between sites

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES
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√    Funding changes with government priority changes
√    To develop/increase training scope 
√    New Government/Regulations/Training 
√    NBN 
√    JSW marketing on vehicles 
√    VET framework (money following individual) 
√    Leasing new training rooms and offices 
√    Oversubscription of VET training in other RTOs 
√    New tenders
√    Economy – re-training 
√    Drip funding (more smaller programs) 
√    Non Accredited training 
√    Develop Community Service Programs 
√    Strong market position – entry level, return to work 
√    Under take up of traineeships 
√    Lotteries funding 
√    Workforce planning 
√    Out of Bunbury programs 
√    Mentoring 
√    Technology 
√    Partnerships with other training providers 

√    Government and government priority and 
process changes  

√    Staff churn rate
√    Social media  - negative/ management 

requirement
√    Understanding changes in government policy
√    Contracts not renewed 

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

√    Stronger links with business 
√    Promotion of partners 
√    Job Actives
√    Youth and transition 
√    School leaders 
√    Overseas students – Life skills, tech, language 
√    Purchase a building 
√    Media and marketing 
√    Events 
√    Community development 
√    Fee for Service Training 
√    Community School 
√    Increased political focus on the region
√    Buy local policy
√    NDIS alternative funding
√    Social media
√    Pilot programs
√    Lotteries funding 
√    Performance management improvements
√    Technology advances
√    Indigenous partnerships

√    Less pilot programs
√    Expanding too quickly
√    Competition
√    Not meeting expectations
√    Compliance issues
√    Negative media
√    Risk management plan items
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APPENDIX 1
ORGANISATIONAL CHART
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APPENDIX 3
RISK MANAGEMENT
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Risk Management
As with all organisations JSW is  exposed to risks while  conducting our  activities. By 
taking and managing risks, we are able to deliver on our priorities and maintain and/or 
grow the value of the organisation  to our stakeholders.

The Board and the executive team are responsible for identifying the risks that the organisation faces from its 
operations. Risks are considered and prioritised based on their likelihood and the severity of the impact that a risk 
could have on the organisation and any actions which can be  taken to reduce the likelihood of a risk or its impact.
As well as physical risks such as fire or burglary, natural disasters, injury to people etc, a detailed risk assessment has 
considered the risks  associated with changes in funding, declining volunteers or clients and grouped potential risks 
as below:

Operational Risks associated with functions undertaken on a daily basis.  

Legal / Regulatory Risks of litigation, fines, penalties and regulatory non compliance

Financial Risks associated with transactions, financial systems, structures and reporting

Natural Sources of risks associated with a natural hazard

Strategic
Risks associated with the goals and strategies of the  organisation and the 
sector in which we operate

Political / Socioeconomic
Risks associated with changes in government, community expectations or 
economic frameworks

In general terms any of the following risks could have an impact on our operations:

Asset Risks
• Fraud, embezzlement / misappropriation of funds,

tangible or intellectual property;
• Loss or damage caused by fire, explosion, collapse

or other man made cause (accidental means, pro-
cess faults, acts of arson, sabotage, extortion or ter-
rorism, impact, industrial accident, burglary, theft,
malicious damage etc) including such risks to key
customers or component businesses n the supply
chain of the organisation;

• Loss / damage to raw materials, stock or other key
assets whilst being transported.

Product / Service Risks
• Misrepresentation or misleading information, incor-

rect or inadequate labelling;
• Design / quality / reliability / efficacy of products,

services or advice provided to customers.

Safety, Health and Environment / 
Sustainability Risks
Failure of health and safety systems to prevent serious 
injury or death to employees, volunteers, contractors or 
other third parties including:

• Physical or mechanical hazards, manual han-
dling, confined spaces etc;

• Biological or chemical (bacterial, virus, fungus);
• Psychological / social (stress, bullying, harass-

ment, intimidation, discrimination, burnout etc).
• Assault or kidnap.
• Accidental or deliberate environmental emis-

sions and/or contamination of air, land or water
Including noise, temperature and radiation;

• Responsibility or sustainability, e.g.:
• Use of water, land, energy, packaging etc;
• Human rights, treatment of employees;
• Ethics, community involvement;
• Environment impact, sustainable develop-

ment etc.
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Natural Risks
• Weather  events  -  storms,  lightning,  hurricane,  

cyclone,  or other high winds, tidal wave or tsunami;

• Flood or inundation (riverine, coastal, overflow or 

escape of water storage and/or other flash flooding)

• Bush fire;

• Earthquake, volcanic activity;

• Avalanche, landslip, sinkhole or other subsidence;

• Drought, changes in temperature or climate;

• Diseases, vermin, epidemics, pandemics.

Technology Risks
• Unpredictable failure of IT / communication sys-

tems, safety devices, power or communication sys-

tems;

• Breach of security systems from internal and exter-

nal sources (virus and system hackers, denial of ser-

vice, phishing, identity theft, spam etc);

• Unauthorised, fraudulent or inadvertent access or 

release of customer or business information:

• From within the organisation;

• Stored outside the organisation (cloud com-

puting / remote storage);

• From mobile devices;

• Breach of copyright / piracy of software.

• Human Capital Risks

• Inadequate training, supervision, monitoring, coach-

ing and/or guidance of employees;

• Industrial action and disputes, absenteeism;

• Lack of diversity (gender, race, age, ability);

• Employee recruitment, training, retention and dis-

missal procedures;

• Loss / defection of key staff to competitors or catas-

trophe (e.g. multiple staff numbers impacted during 

travel, conference or act of terrorism);

• Lack of or inadequate succession planning.
Business Risks
• Disregard or non compliance with established pro-

cedures and controls / inability of controls to cap-

ture errors or illegal acts;

• Delays in or loss of supply of raw materials;

• Failure / ineffectiveness of a joint venture or alliance;

• Adequacy of business continuity / disaster recovery 

planning (including events which occur to custom-

ers or along the supply chain);

• Adequacy / efficacy of the organisation’s insurance 

protection (and/or others who may take out insur-

ance on the organisations behalf such as suppliers, 

principals or contractors);

• Maintenance and efficient operation of facilities and 

equipment (including motor vehicles);

• Loss of business to competitors;

• Ethics and probity, adequate levels of corporate 

governance;

• Potential for change in standards, codes of conduct, 

licensing or other regulatory frameworks

• Regulatory / Legal Risks

• Contractual, assumed or implied obligations to / 

from customers, suppliers, service providers, sub-

contractors, lessees / lessors, competitors or gov-

ernment institutions;

• Legislative compliance (Corporations, Occupational 

Health and Safety, Trade Practices, Sale of Goods, 

Environmental, Hazard Control, Equal Opportunity, 

Provision of Credit, Privacy, Anti Money Laundering 

etc.);

• Moral and legal obligations for death, injury or sick-

ness to directors, employees and volunteers;

• Moral and legal obligations for third party injury or 

damage to third party property;

• Ineffective compliance activities / regimes leading to 

loss of key operating licenses / approvals;

• Provision of advice to third parties and /or reliance 

on design work;

• Defamation, libel or slander;

• Conflicts of interest at operational, executive & 

board levels.

To create a customised  risk register our key risks  were 

identified and mitigation strategies developed  through 

a range of activities including:

• Brainstorming sessions and scenario planning

• Interviews with staff and other key stakeholders

• SWOT analysis

• Review of historical data and experience

• Benchmarking against similar organisations

The resultant risk is presented in the chart on the following pages. 
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RISK LIKELIHOOD CONSEQUENCE RISK MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES

RISK 
CONSEQUENCE
MANAGEMENT

EVALUA-
TION

Loss of contracts 3 8 – High 

Maintain key networks
Emphasise the value of programs
Seek testimonials
Post program data collection to demonstrate outcomes

2 – Low Acceptable

Low recruitment to programs 2 8 – High

Maintain networks
Deliver appropriate programs that meet the needs of clients
Actively recruit
Upsell between programs

3 – Moderate Acceptable

Loss of key infrastructure – premises, 
equipment

2 8 – High Maintain insurance coverage 2 – Low Acceptable

Increased competition 3 6 – Moderate
Maintain marketplace awareness
Actively promote areas of competitive advantage
Identify partnership opportunities

3 – Moderate Acceptable

National aggregation competition 4 8 – High

Actively lobby government around capacity building and 
resilience within the community
Emphasise value over cost
Explore partnership opportunities as an opportunity for 
expanded services and critical mass advantages

3 – Moderate Acceptable

Cash Flow issues 4 6 – Moderate
Best Practice for financial planning and reporting.  Efficient 
use of resources.  Create diversity of product to minimise 
effects of seasonality.

2 – Low Acceptable

Inability to get insurance 2 10 – Catastrophic Ensure policies and procedures are of a standard that our 
organisation is an acceptable risk to insurers. 3 – Moderate Acceptable

Loss of Key Personnel 4 8 – High Appropriate policies and procedures and succession planning 
– coaching/mentoring, training, job descriptions. 2 – Low Acceptable

Rapid growth of organisation 7 9 – High Appropriate planning process and change management 
systems. 2 – Low Acceptable

Inability to recruit suitable   staff 4 6 – Moderate Utilise networks
Formal recruitment processes 2 – Low Acceptable

Inability to maintain staffing due to uncertainty 
towards the end of contracts with future contract 

5 8 – High
Lobby government for changes to the way contracts are 
advised so that there is earlier advice on whether contracts 
will be renewed

4 – Moderate Acceptable

Inability to maintain RTO status 3 8 – High Ensure systems are maintained to meet all requirements , 
resolve any issues and lodge appropriate paperwork on time 2 – Low Acceptable

Law suits 5 10 – Catastrophic Risk Minimisation – OH&S, transfer risk - appropriate 
insurance policies. 2 – Low Acceptable

OH&S Management 4 8 – High Ensure development of OH&S plan and management processes 2 – Low Acceptable
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RISK LIKELIHOOD CONSEQUENCE RISK MANAGEMENT  
STRATEGIES
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Disruptive 
influences
NEW TECHNOLOGY, REGULATORY REFORMS AND A TRANSFORMED ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS 
COMBINE WITH CHANGING CONSUMER NEEDS, EXPECTATIONS AND DEMOGRAPHICS ARE 
BOTH OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS AND WITH FRESH THINKING AND NEW MODELS OF 
OPERATIONS AND SERVICE DELIVERY CAN RESULT IN  CHANGES IN FUNDAMENTAL WAYS.

Disruptive influences/ forces in our marketplace that have the potential to impact our 
business negatively?

• Centralisation of services
• Technology driven services versus face to face services
• Tendency to larger entities for service delivery to minimise government administrative load
• Potential Brand Damage from partnerships or others who provide similar services

Disruptive influences/ forces in our marketplace that have the potential to create 
opportunities?

• Online training
• Urban consolidation
• Strengthened partnerships to expand service delivery footprint
• Cluster advantages – coopetition
• Emerging Indigenous opportunity through Land and Sea Council rulings
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